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Orange becomes Premium partner to the
Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games
Four years ahead of the Games, Orange has become Premium partner and official supplier to the Paris 2024
Olympic and Paralympic Games. The partnership was announced by Orange’s Chairman and CEO Stéphane
Richard and Paris 2024’s President Tony Estanguet, in the presence of the Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo. Orange
will be leveraging its expertise for the world’s greatest sports event, starting today and over the years to come.
This partnership agreement is the result of intense cooperation between Orange’s and Paris 2024’s teams. The
very high-speed broadband networks that will be installed in all venues will enable everyone around the planet
to share the full excitement surrounding the event. As official supplier, Orange will treat fans and broadcasters
to optimal quality of service.
Orange and Paris 2024 are taking on an all-new technical, technological and human challenge. About 4 billion
viewers gathered to enjoy the Olympic and Paralympic Games in London in 2012, and fans made more than 20
million calls within the venues. In 2024, people will be sharing more photos and videos than ever. To address
these needs, Orange will connect all the Games venues with fibre optic and mobile networks. It will connect its
first site under this partnership, the future head office of the Paris 2024 Organising Committee for the Olympic
and Paralympic Games, in Saint-Denis, in early 2021.
Paris 2024 and Orange are determined to hold responsible Olympic and Paralympic Games. Orange’s
environmental commitments include placing its networks’ energy efficiency at the core of its infrastructure
rollout strategy.
Tony Estanguet, President of Paris 2024: “We’re thrilled to welcome Orange into the wider Paris 2024 family.
Delivering the telecommunications during the Olympic and Paralympic Games is a big challenge. As the event draws
closer, the world’s eyes will be turning to Paris. The connectivity needs to be flawless for people at the venues and
online, so they can enjoy the event to the fullest, and share the excitement with others. We are convinced Orange
will be a great partner to tackle this challenge and create this bond. Orange’s technological expertise and
experience with sports events is tremendous. Paris 2024 and Orange will work hand in hand to organise innovative
and spectacular Games that bring people closer together.”
Stéphane Richard, Chairman and CEO of Orange: “Organising the Olympic and Paralympic Games Paris 2024 offers
a huge opportunity for the French economy and represents an incredible technological challenge for Orange.
Connecting each location and everybody involved to high-speed networks will be an essential factor in successfully
bringing the Games to life. During the next four next years, Orange's teams will be fully engaged in making this
challenge a reality by harnessing the power of our networks to enable people across the world to share and enjoy
this unique event.”
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Anne Hidalgo, Mayor of Paris: “I’m delighted with this partnership. It’s part of an extensive team effort bringing
together public and private stakeholders and aimed at making the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games a collective
success and history making sports event. The teams at the Paris City Council are fully committed to ensuring the
Games provide a model for energy sobriety and set an example in terms of accessibility. We have never
compromised on the legacy that the Games will leave behind for everyone in the Greater Paris area, and the
priorities are based on requirements for housing, transport infrastructure and sports facilities.
Orange is a standard-setting partner to large-scale international events including the UEFA Euro 2016, Tour de
France and Roland-Garros. Its expertise and technical solutions cover the full spectrum of telecommunications
services. Paris 2024 is thus teaming up with a trailblazer that will be able to adapt to evolution in technology and
people’s expectations regarding connectivity.
_____________________________
About Orange
Orange is one of the world’s leading telecommunications operators with sales of 42 billion euros in 2019 and 143,000
employees worldwide at 30 June 2020, including 84,000 employees in France. The Group has a total customer base of 253
million customers worldwide at 30 June 2020, including 208 million mobile customers and 21million fixed broadband
customers. The Group is present in 26 countries. Orange is also a leading provider of global IT and telecommunication
services to multinational companies, under the brand Orange Business Services. In December 2019, the Group presented its
new "Engage 2025" strategic plan, which, guided by social and environmental accountability, aims to reinvent its operator
model. While accelerating in growth areas and placing data and AI at the heart of its innovation model, the Group will be an
attractive and responsible employer, adapted to emerging professions.
Orange is listed on Euronext Paris (symbol ORA) and on the New York Stock Exchange (symbol ORAN).
For more information on the internet and on your mobile: www.orange.com, www.orange-business.com or to follow us on
Twitter: @orangegrouppr.
Orange and any other Orange product or service names included in this material are trademarks of Orange or Orange Brand
Services Limited.
About Paris 2024
The Organising Committee for the Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games (Paris 2024) has the task of planning for,
organising, financing and delivering the Olympic and Paralympic Games in Paris in 2024 in accordance with the host city
contract signed by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), the French National Olympic and Sports Committee
(CNOSF) and the City of Paris.
The Olympic and Paralympic Games are the leading sports event in the world and have a unique media impact, bringing
together some 10,500 Olympic and 4,350 Paralympic athletes respectively representing 206 and 182 delegations from five
continents. The Games are followed by over 13 million spectators and 4 billion viewers around the world through more
than 100,000 hours of TV coverage, and their impact as a global event of great sporting, economic and cultural importance
is unparalleled.
Founded in January 2018, Paris 2024 is headed by Tony Estanguet, a three-time Olympic champion and IOC member. It is
administered by an Executive Board (EB) that brings together all the project’s founding members: CNOSF, the City of Paris,
the state, the Île-de-France Region, CPSF, the Greater Paris Metropolitan Area, the Seine-Saint-Denis Departmental Council
and representatives of the local authorities involved in the Games.

_____________________________
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Orange press contacts :
Florentin SOONCKINDT : +33 7 85 92 42 77 - florentin.soonckindt@orange.com
Tom WRIGHT : +33 6 78 91 35 11 - tom.wright@orange.com
Paris 2024 press contacts :
Anne-Solène ROUDEL – +33 6 73 07 87 61 – asroudel@paris2024.org
Alexandre VILLEGER – +33 7 50 97 37 32 – avilleger@paris2024.org
Christophe PROUST – +33 6 21 60 32 69 – cproust @paris2024.org
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